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A BSTRACT
The learned weights of deep neural networks have often been considered devoid of
scrutable internal structure, and tools for studying them have not traditionally relied
on techniques from network science. In this paper, we present methods for studying
structure among a network’s neurons by clustering them and for quantifying how
well this reveals both graphical clusterability and local specialization – the degree to
which the network can be understood as having distinct, highly internally connected
subsets of neurons that perform subtasks. We offer a pipeline for this analysis
consisting of methods for (1) representing a network as a graph, (2) clustering
that graph, and (3) performing statistical analysis to determine how graphically
clusterable and (4) functionally specialized the clusters are. We demonstrate that
image classification networks up to the ImageNet-scale are often highly clusterable
and locally specialized.1
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I NTRODUCTION

In science, systems are frequently understood by taking them apart and analyzing their components
individually. The ability for such a system to have distinct, abstractable components has benefits
including intelligibility and adaptivity (Clune et al., 2013; Baldwin & Clark, 2000; Booch et al.,
2007). Modern deep neural networks are composed of neurons arranged in layers. Both of these
levels of abstraction have been useful for studying networks. For example, individual neurons in
computer vision models are frequently understood as feature-detectors (Mu & Andreas, 2020) and
the layers of a network form progressively higher-level representations (Olah et al., 2017). But aside
from these natural building blocks, can networks be studied at a more flexible level of abstraction?
Here, we aim to quantify how well deep networks can be divided into distinct subsets of neurons. This
paper serves as a capstone for two of our preprints on graphical clusterability and local specialization
in deep networks: Filan et al. (2021) and Hod et al. (2021). We present a set of tools for investigating
how structurally decomposable deep networks are and how this translates to functional abstractability.
These form a framework consisting of four steps: (1) Graphification: representing a network as a
graph with nodes corresponding to neurons; (2) Clustering: dividing the nodes into subsets (clusters);
(3) Analysis of graphical clusterability: quantifying how strong between- versus within-cluster
weights are; and (4) Analysis of local specialization: using interpretability tools on the subsets to
quantify how specialized they are.
We present a set of experiments which show that clustering in these networks often reveals a surprising
amount of graphical structure and clusters that are likely to be abstractly characterizable. These
tools require no human in the loop yet allow us to quantify local specialization, that is, how much a
network’s functionality can be abstracted into comprehensible sub-tasks localized to different groups
of neurons. Ultimately, these methods can be used to automatedly screen for interesting sets of
1

Code available at https://github.com/thestephencasper/local_specialization
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Figure 1: Our procedural pipeline. The first three steps generate a partitioning of the network into
“clusters” which we analyze for (3) graphical clusterability and (4) local specialization using (4a)
lesion and (4b) feature visualization methods. See Figure 4 for further detail.
neurons, and our results suggest advantages to understanding neural networks in terms of distinct
neural subsets performing different functions

2

M ETHODS

Figure 1 outlines our pipeline. To evaluate graphical clusterability and local specialization of (0) a
trained network, our procedure is to (1) “graphify” the network treating each neuron as a node; (2)
perform spectral clustering on the graph to obtain a partitioning or “clustering” of neurons which
we further divide by layer to obtain a “subclustering”; (3) calculate a measure of how clusterable
the network is, and compare it to that of versions of the network with shuffled weights; and (4) use
proxies for local specialization to analyze the subclusters and perform statistical analysis on the
results, comparing true subclusters to random subsets of neurons.
2.1

G RAPHIFICATION AND C LUSTERING

Graphification ({weights, activations} × {layer-wise, network-wide}): Our goal is to represent
a network as a graph with weights reflecting association between nodes. In our approach, units in
MLPs (multilayer perceptrons) and channels in CNNs (convolutional neural networks) are nodes. We
experiment with two ways of assigning edges: with weights and with correlations between activations.
Both result in nonnegative weights which is required by the spectral clustering method we apply
next. For weight-based graphification, if two nodes have a weight (in MLPs) or weights (in CNNs)
connecting them in the network, their nodes are connected by an edge weighted with the L1 norm
of the weights. If layers are connected
√ with a batch normalization layer in between, we mimic the
scaling, multiplying weights by γ/ σ 2 + ε where γ is the scaling factor, σ 2 is the moving variance,
and ε is a small constant. Importantly, this method requires no runtime analysis of the network. For
correlation-based graphification, we connect the nodes for two neurons with the squared Spearman
correlation between their pre-ReLU activations across a validation set (we take the L1 norm of the
activation for channels in CNNs).
We also test two scopes with which to construct graphs: network-wide and layer-wise. For networkwide graphification, we create one graph for the network as a whole. For layer-wise graphification,
we produce a graph for each layer individually by only considering its connections to adjacent layers.
Spectral Clustering: We perform normalized spectral clustering (Shi & Malik, 2000) on the resulting
graphs to partition the neurons into clusters. The algorithm is given in Appendix A.1. Layers at
different depths of a network develop different representations, so for experiments where we measure
2
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local specialization, we look at one layer at a time, even for network-wide clusterings in which clusters
span more than one layer. We call these sets of neurons in the same cluster and layer subclusters.
In local specialization experiments, we compare these subclusters to other random sets of neurons
of the same size and layer. We refer to subclusters identified by the clustering algorithm as “true
subclusters” and sets of random neurons as “random subclusters.”
2.2

M EASURING G RAPHICAL C LUSTERABILITY

We measure the absolute clusterability of a graph by calculating its normalized cut or “n-cut” which is
Pk
defined for a set of clusters X1 , . . . , Xk as n-cut(X1 , . . . , Xk ) := i=1 W (Xi , X̄i )/V (Xi ) where
W gives the sum of weight magnitudes between two clusters and V gives the sum of all weights
incident to neurons in the cluster. We measure the relative clusterability of a network by comparing
its n-cut to networks with the same set of weights in each layer but shuffled randomly, in order to
determine whether any absolute clusterability is simply due to each layer’s distribution of weights.
The relative clusterability is quantified by the z-score of the neural network’s n-cut when compared
to the n-cuts of weight-shuffled versions of the network.
2.3

M EASURING L OCAL S PECIALIZATION

Given a measure of how networks can be graphically clusterable, we next connect the graphical
partitioning to localized functional specialization.
Importance and coherence: Our definition of local specialization requires comprehensible sub-tasks
to be localized to subsets of neurons. To measure how well subsets can be abstractly characterized, we
introduce two proxies: importance and coherence. Importance refers to how crucial a subcluster is to
the network’s performance overall. Coherence refers to how consistently the neurons in a subcluster
activate in response to particular features in data. We assess importance and coherence using two
methods: lesions and feature visualization.
Lesions: One approach (e.g., Gazzaniga & Ivry (2013); Casper et al. (2020); Ghorbani & Zou (2020))
for studying biological and artificial neural systems involves disrupting neurons during inference.
We experiment with “lesion” tests in which we analyze network performance on the test set when a
subcluster is dropped out. First, we measure importance by the drop in overall accuracy. Second, we
measure coherence with respect to class by the range of class-specific accuracy drops: the larger the
range, the more the lesioned cluster is crucial for some classes over others. See Appendix A.2.1 for
additional details.
Feature visualization: To further analyze coherence, we use feature visualization (Olah et al., 2017).
We optimize an input image to maximize the L1 norm of the pre-ReLU activations of a subcluster.
Properties of these visualizations can suggest what role a subcluster plays, and we use two techniques
to analyze coherence using them. First, we analyze the value of the maximization objective for each
visualization which we call the “score.” This gives one measure of how coherent a subcluster may be
with respect to input features. Another measure of coherence is the entropy of the softmax outputs of
the network when these visualizations are passed through. If the entropy is low, this suggests that a
cluster is coherent with respect to class labels. See Appendix A.2.2 for additional details.
Statistical analysis: We measure how important and coherent subclusters are compared to random
ones of the same size and layer. For each subcluster, we calculate a measure of importance or
coherence and compare it to those of random subclusters to obtain a percentile. We then aggregate
these percentiles across a network into a Fisher statistic. A higher Fisher statistic indicates a more
significant result. Details on how this and an associated p value are calculated are in Appendix A.2.3.
We also perform a multiple correction using the Benjamini Hochberg method.

3
3.1

R ESULTS
G RAPHICAL C LUSTERABILITY

ImageNet networks are clusterable. To measure how well our clusterings capture graphical structure
in the network, here we focus on weight-based, network-wide clusterings. We find that networks at
3
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Figure 2: ImageNet classifiers are highly clusterable compared to versions of themselves with
shuffled weights. N-cuts measure absolute clusterability and z-scores measure it relative to 100
weight-shuffled networks. Lower values on both axes means more clusterability. Points are labeled
with their one-sided p-value based on the comparisons to shuffled networks.

the ImageNet scale are consistently more clusterable than weight-shuffled versions of themselves.
Figure 2 shows the n-cuts and z-scores of 6 different ImageNet classifiers.
3.2

L OCAL S PECIALIZATION

Table 1 gives Fisher statistics for all four types of graphification methods and all four measures of
local specialization across diversity of of networks. Values that are statistically significantly large are
bolded. We highlight three key findings.
Our clusterings identify important subclusters. Fisher statistics for lesion accuracy drops are high
and significant, indicating that sub-clusters are more likely to be highly important relative to random
groups of neurons.
Our clusterings identify subclusters that are coherent w.r.t. input features but not class label.
Class-specific measures of coherence, (class-wise lesion accuracy drop range and output entropy)
showed significant coherence in almost no conditions. However, subclusters were reliably coherent as
measured by visualization score. This suggests that subclusters tended to perform coherent sub-tasks,
but not in a class-specific way.
All clustering methods yield similar results. In Table 1, we find no clear difference between
the Fisher statistics of activation-based and weight-based clusterings, or between layer-wise and
network-wide clusterings. This is somewhat unexpected: one might have predicted that weight-based
methods’ lack of runtime information or layer-wise methods’ lack of global information would lead
to lower quality clusterings, but this was not the case.

4

R ELATED W ORK

The line of work uses methods for clustering from network science (Girvan & Newman, 2002;
Newman & Girvan, 2004; Shi & Malik, 2000; von Luxburg, 2007). Importantly, any method of
representing and partitioning neurons could be used for graphification and clustering. For our
analysis, we use lesions (Zhou et al., 2018) and feature visualization (Olah et al., 2017), but other
interpretability techniques (e.g., (Morcos et al., 2018; Madan et al., 2020; Bau et al., 2017; Testolin
4
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Table 1: Fisher statistics for (1) lesion-based experiments measuring importance via overall accuracy
drops (Acc. Drop) and coherence via the class-wise range of accuracy drops (Class Range); and (2)
Feature visualization-based experiments in networks measuring coherence via the optimization score
(Vis Score) and the entropy of network outputs (Softmax H). Each row corresponds to a network
paired with a partitioning method. Values that are statistically significantly high are bold.

Network
MLP, MNIST

CNN, MNIST

VGG, CIFAR-10

VGG-16, ImageNet

VGG-19, ImageNet

ResNet18, ImageNet

Partitioning
Weight/Network
Weight/Layer
Act./Network
Act./Layer
Weight/Network
Weight/Layer
Act./Network
Act./Layer
Weight/Network
Weight/Layer
Act./Network
Act./Layer
Weight/Network
Weight/Layer
Act./Network
Act./Layer
Weight/Network
Weight/Layer
Act./Network
Act./Layer
Weight/Network
Weight/Layer
Act./Network
Act./Layer

Lesion
Acc. Drop Class Range
2.13
2.05
1.46
1.69
1.29
1.10
1.73
1.46
1.50
1.15
1.40
1.56
2.54
2.15
1.89
1.66

0.91
0.91
1.00
1.03
0.84
0.94
0.70
0.92
2.12
1.27
0.97
1.03
0.49
0.56
0.63
0.70

1.42
1.29
1.30
1.31

1.13
0.99
0.92
0.96

Feature Visualization
Vis Score Softmax H
1.32
1.21
1.34
1.36
1.10
1.02
1.09
1.05
1.46
1.00
2.34
2.67
1.72
1.90
1.82
1.85
1.91
2.23
1.87
2.01

0.92
1.23
1.15
1.12
0.93
0.99
0.90
0.98
0.99
0.97
1.08
1.12
1.19
1.06
1.07
0.98
1.03
1.00
1.10
0.98

et al., 2020; Panzeri et al., 2017)) could also be used in a similar way. We add to a body of research
focused on modularity and compositionality in neural systems (You et al., 2020; Mu & Andreas,
2020; Voss et al., 2021; Lake et al., 2015; Csordás et al., 2021; Udrescu et al., 2020).

5

D ISCUSSION

We introduce several methods for clustering the neurons of a network and rigorously analyzing these
clusters for graphical clusterability and local specialization. To the best of our knowledge, we provide
the first methods to quantitatively assess local specialization without a human in the loop. Having
effective tools for interpreting networks is important for understanding AI systems, in particular by
helping to diagnose failure modes (e.g., Carter et al. (2019); Mu & Andreas (2020); Casper et al.
(2021)). Our work relates to this goal, though indirectly. Rather than directly using interpretability
tools to explain clusters, our focus is one step back: on automatedly testing whether they are worth
analyzing at all. These results show that clustering can reveal structurally and functionally distinct
sets of neurons which suggests a useful level of abstraction with which to study networks.
This approach has limitations including a lack of assurance that importance and coherence are reliably
strong proxies for human-comprehensible descriptions and that we do not identify subtasks performed
by clusters of neurons. Accordingly, our tools should be seen as methods for screening a network for
sets of associated neurons where sub-task functionality is localized. Despite ours and related work,
neural systems are still complex, and more insights are needed to develop useful understandings of
them. The ultimate goal should be to develop reliable methods for building effective models which
lend themselves to faithful interpretations. We believe this approach should involve building and
analyzing models under the principles of graphical clusterability and local specialization.
5
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A

A PPENDIX

A.1

S PECTRAL C LUSTERING A LGORITHM

The spectral clustering algorithm on the graph G = (V, E) produces a partition of its vertices in
which there are stronger connections within sets of vertices than between them (Shi & Malik, 2000).
It does so by solving a relaxation of the NP-Hard problem of minimizing the n-cut (normalized cut)
for a partition. For disjoint, non-empty sets X1 , ...Xk where ∪ki=1 Xi = V , this is defined by von
Luxburg (2007) as:
k
1 X W (Xi , Xi )
n-cut(X1 , ..., Xk ) :=
2 i=1 vol(Xi )
P
for two sets of vertices X, Y ⊆ V , we define W (X, Y ) := vi ∈X,vj ∈Y wij ; the degree of a vertex
Pn
P
vi ∈ V is di = j=1 wij ; and the volume of a subset X ⊆ V is vol(X) := i∈X di .
We use the scikit-learn implementation (Pedregosa et al., 2011) with the ARPACK eigenvalue solver
(Borzı̀ & Borzı̀, 2006).

1
2

3
4
5

Algorithm 1: Normalized spectral clustering according to Shi & Malik (2000), implemented in
scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), description taken from von Luxburg (2007).
Input :Weighted adjacency matrix W ∈ Rn×n , number k of clusters to construct
Compute the unnormalized Laplacian L.
Compute the first k generalized eigenvectors u1 , ..., uk of the generalized eigenproblem
Lu = λDu.
Let U ∈ Rn×k be the matrix containing the vectors u1 , ..., uk as columns.
For i = 1, .., n, let yi ∈ Rk be the vector corresponding to the ith row of U .
Cluster the points (yi )i=1,...,n in Rk with the k-means algorithm into clusters C1 , ..., Ck ,
Output :Clusters A1 , ..., Ak with Ai = {j|yj ∈ Ci }.

A.2
A.2.1

A DDITIONAL D ETAILS FOR L OCAL S PECIALIZATION
L ESION T EST

Let θ be the parameter vector of the neural network, c be a set of neurons, M(θ, c) be a masked
version of θ where weights into or out of nodes in c have been set to 0, and Acc(ϑ, D) be the accuracy
of the network parameterized by ϑ on dataset D.
Importance: accuracy drop
Then, our measure for importance is Acc(θ, test) − Acc(M(θ, c), test), where test is a test
dataset that was not used to construct the activation-based partitionings.
Coherence: class range
Let testi be the subset of the test set with label i, and let ∆(θ, c, i) := Acc(θ, testi ) −
Acc(M(θ, c), testi ) be the drop in accuracy for examples with label i from lesioning c. Then,
this measure of coherence is the range (maxi ∆(θ, c, i) − mini ∆(θ, c, i)), of accuracy drops over
classes. This detects whether clusters are more crucial for some classes over others, which would
suggest that they coherently act to correctly label those classes.
A.2.2

F EATURE V ISUALIZATION

Letting the parameter vector be θ and the subcluster be c, we write Act(x, θ, c) for the vector of
pre-ReLU activations of neurons in c in network θ on input x, and denote this optimized input image
as x(θ, c), which approximately maximizes ∥Act(x, θ, c)∥1 .
Coherence: vis score The score ∥Act(x(θ, c), θ, c)∥1 gives one measure of how coherent a subcluster
may be with respect to input features.
8
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Coherence: entropy Another measure of coherence is the entropy H(label | x(θ, c); θ) of the
softmax outputs of the network when these visualizations are passed through. If the entropy is low,
this suggests that a cluster is coherent with respect to class labels.
A.2.3

S TATISTICAL P IPELINE

Figure 4 outlines this overall approach.
Fisher statistics: We wish to test whether spectral clustering methods find subsets of neurons which
satisfy our proxies for local specialization more than if we had simply chosen random subsets. For
each subcluster measurement we take the percentile of each true subcluster relative to the distribution
of measurements of 19 random subclusters. Next, we use the Fisher method to test whether the
subclusters in a network satisfy our proxies more than random subsets of neurons. To do so, we first
center the subcluster percentiles around 0.5, which under the null hypothesis would give a granular,
unbiased approximation of the uniform distribution.
We then combine the centered percentiles
Pn
{p1 , . . . , pn } into the Fisher statistic (−1/n) i=1 log pi . For reference, the Fisher statistic of a
uniform distribution of percentiles in our setting is 0.98. A higher value gives evidence of subclusters
that exhibit local specialization. Figure 3 shows example distributions of percentiles and their
Fisher statistics. Note also that since the log function has a larger derivative near 0 than near 1, low
percentiles have greater influence on the Fisher statistic, so J-shaped distributions can also have Fisher
statistics greater than 1. For all non-ImageNet architectures, we train and analyze 5 networks per
condition and report the mean Fisher statistic.
The Fisher statistic on n uniformly-distributed random percentiles multiplied by 2n takes a chisquared distribution with 2n degrees of freedom. This lets us produce a p value for each network,
testing whether this statistic is higher than the null hypothesis would produce. The fact that we
coarsely measure percentiles and then center them makes this test conservative because our statistic
Figure 3: Illustration of Fisher statistics of various percentile distributions. A VGG network
trained on CIFAR-10 is partitioned using four methods ({weights, activations} × {network-wide,
layer-wise}) and analyzed for coherence to produce the collection of percentiles for each subcluster.
This shows histograms of the percentile distribution for each clustering, and their associated Fisher
statistics. Recall that a lower percentile means that a true subcluster is more coherent than random
subclusters while controlling for layer and size. The activation-based clusterings have disproportionately many low percentiles, and Fisher statistics greater than 2. Table 1 shows that these trends are
statistically significant when aggregated over five models.
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is more sensitive to low percentiles than high percentiles. This procedure is illustrated in Appendix
Figure 4. For all non-ImageNet networks, we train and analyze 5 different versions of each, take
the mean p value, and correct it by taking the corresponding quantile of a Bates(n = 5) distribution
which gives the distribution of the mean of 5 independent uniformly-distributed random variables.
This produces a p value for every network architecture, partitioning method, and local specialization
proxy. We then correct for multiple testing using the Benjamini Hochberg method (Benjamini &
Hochberg, 1995), controlling the false discovery rate at 0.05.
Figure 4: Our extended procedural pipeline. This figure expands Figure 1 and shows the successive
steps after generating a partitioning of clusters (step 2 in Figure 1). After performing either lesion
or feature visualization analysis, the results from each true subcluster and its random subclusters
are aggregated to produce p values. For simplicity, only the analysis for the lesion experiment is
presented, but the same pipeline is used for the feature visualization experiments.

For each true subcluster i from the generated partitioning:
Generate m random subclusters
within the same layer and having
the same number of neurons as the
true subcluster:
True Subcluster

Random Subcluster

4a. Analysis: Lesion

4a’. Analysis: Lesion

Compute the drop in accuracy

Compute the drop in accuracy

δtrue

δrand

Combine m samples of δrand
to form the random
subcluster distribution
Drop in accuracy value

5. Compute the percentile of subcluster i: pi

6. Combine the subclusters’ percentiles {pi}
by computing the the Fisher statistic
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